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Precarious work in transport 
 
Only a minority of the world’s transport workers are in secure jobs. More and more transport workers 
are working in informal employment or precarious work without secure employment contracts, worker 
benefits and union organisation.  
 
In road transport, many professional drivers have been forced to work as ‘owner drivers’ when in reality 
it is disguised ‘bogus’ self-employment. In passenger transport, many public transport services have 
been privatized and fragmented into small owner-operator businesses. There are motorbike taxi 
workers and also mini-bus conductors who are casually employed by drivers. In the wider transport 
economy there are vendors who sell refreshments and petrol at bus and taxi stations. In railways, new 
forms of employment are developing. In some countries, the proportion of outsourcing within the rail 
sector is quite high and with the current trend for cuts in public spending by governments the use of 
outsourcing is likely to increase. The use of temporary agency workers is also a phenomenon that is 
present in the road transport industry (in particular in the non-mobile jobs such as in call-centres or 
warehouses). 
 
While we can do our best to resist the erosion of decent work, we will never win without organising 
those transport workers who are already in precarious and informal work. 
 
It is therefore necessary to widen the scope of union organisation beyond those who are in formal 
employment. The aim is to include not only the millions of transport workers in the informal economy 
such as minibus, car and motorcycle taxi workers, but also those in the formal transport economy, 
whose security and employment rights are being undermined through outsourcing, temporary 
contracts, fake self-employment and other ways of making employment more precarious. 
 
The Action Week provides an opportunity to highlight and campaign around the issues facing precarious 
transport workers. Informal workers may not have a voice as individuals, but by acting together and 
with workers in formal employment during the Action Week in the knowledge that others are taking 
action, they can bring demands to the attention of authorities, employers and the public and make their 
voices heard. It is also an opportunity for unions to reach out to precarious workers and demonstrate 
the benefits of belonging to a union. 
 

Many ITF unions have already used the Action Week to organise activities for precarious workers. 
 
In 2007, a large number of self-employed microbus drivers became members of the MCTPWU in 
Mongolia. This followed a number of activities by the union in 2005, including a survey to find out the 
drivers’ issues, an open forum with representatives from government, employers and the union, and 
first-aid training. The union continued its activities targeting informal workers during the Action Week 
in 2009. 



In 2010, transport unions joined together with the GTPCWU in Ghana to interview informal transport 
workers about the need to join a union and to fight for their rights. 
 
In Burundi, the ITF National Coordinating Committee visited bus, taxi, truck and moto parking areas in 
2012 to talk to drivers to explain about the role of unions. 
 
In 2013, Synester organised a workshop to educate taxi and taxi-moto drivers on their rights and 
obligations. 
 
Also that year, joint activities were organized in Mombasa by the Kenya Long Distance Truck Drivers’ 
Union and the ATGWU Uganda. Informal truck drivers sought to join a union as a result of the 
activities. 
 

 
 

… Can your union find out where precarious workers are in your industry and reach out to them 
during the Action Week? 
 
… Can your union use the Action Week to highlight and campaign around issues for precarious 
transport workers? 
 
… Can your union organise an event involving precarious transport workers, to raise awareness 
among precarious workers of their rights and of the role of unions? 
 
… Are precarious workers aware of your union activities for the Action Week and fully involved in the 
preparation and implementation of the campaign? 
 
There are a number of ITF resource materials specific to precarious workers that can assist your 
activities. 
 
To receive a copy of the ITF guide: Organising precarious transport workers, please contact the 
Secretariat (inlandtransport@itf.org.uk).  
 
Read and post to the ITF informal workers’ blog: www.itfglobal.org/informal_workers_blog which 
contains news and even more resources about the practical aspects of research and organising, as 
well as information about the ITF informal workers’ project. 
 
Please keep in touch! … Let the ITF Inland Transport Sections know what activities you are organising 
so we can share with others and learn from our experiences. 
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